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Revenue Enhancers 
 

 (Recommend) *Lucky Card Draw – Sell deck of cards (52 cards for $100 each). Emcee pulls 
from an identical deck of cards and winning card receives prize. ($5,200)  

(Recommend) *Heads or Tails Game – flip a quarter, hands on your head or hands on your 
booty for heads or tails. Emcee flips quarter all those with hands on their heads when it lands on 
tails sit down and are out of game... go until final winner. ($25, $50 or $100 to play game, can 
also buy back in after first round)  

Tequila Raffle – Guests buy a ticket for a chance to win a trip to Mexico, or a night out at a 
Mexican restaurant or perhaps a Margarita machine with a bottle of fine tequila. The point is 
that the prize should have a Mexican theme.  

How it Works – Ten tickets are drawn from a fishbowl and the holders of those ten tickets are 
called to the stage where there are ten shot glasses waiting. Nine of the shot glasses are filled 
with water and one is filled with tequila. After a countdown, each qualifier picks up their glass 
and takes a sip. The person with the tequila wins the prize. (Check with local gaming authority 
on this one. Make sure participants in this raffle must be of legal drinking age).  

Champagne & Diamond Raffle – Jewelers often like to sponsor this raffle. In this event, 
guests purchase a glass of champagne. Each glass has a number on it. Guests all take a sip of 
champagne and emcee draws a number. Winning number on glass wins a diamond.  

Last Hero Standing – At final level of fund-a-need, we offer a prize to the last person to raise 
their hand at $100... every $100 is a $100 back to the club but the last person to raise their hand 
wins the prize. This can generate thousands in a few minutes. ($2,000+)  

Balloon Pop – 50 balloons sold for $100 each. One balloon has a prize in it. We all pop them at 
once and one balloon has a “You won” piece of paper in it! 

Golden Ticket Raffle – Sell tickets/keys/blinking items, guest keeps one of the tickets and 
BGC keeps the other identical ticket. 100 chances for 100 each. Winner wins prize. ($5000 - 
$10,000)  

 


